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01. HABITAT

04. ETERFAN

The Montino sofa is made for total
relaxation, with its soft leather seating and
high armrests. Meanwhile, its sleek lines and
elegant design make it a classic piece that’ll
weather the years in style.
ಁMontinoҳೕ˞ᆺഒሬԔՇ̯ݯc˞

Good ventilation is essential in Hong
Kong – so say hello to the multifunctional
Mini Eterfan. Made of metal and glass
with transparent PC blades, it comes with
a built-in light, a low-consumption motor,
three different speed settings and a reverse
function that’s ideal for winter. Available at
Future Lighting
ࠗಋֈֺ߬ӪࣩؿӡcΛ˲ॶMini
Eterfanᙔɺɀɾፕeଐټͅۂᙔdހᆍʥ

ܹச͊ࠎϽঢ়Ӹҍʹeڋᗫᇃૈඏ
உ߮ҡᛷc፭ࣂංݚӮඏe
02. CONTARDI

Bring a touch of interstellar style to your
living room with the Eclisse light. Inspired
by an eclipse, this unusual pendant light
plays with light, shadows and overlapping
elements to create a strikingly architectural
centrepiece. Available at colourliving
Eclisseॶᜑ۪ᜨʝӸιܱȹӯe
ێऋП΄ؿ˞ˀࠕݯcɣͮضᄧ
ࢽࠇᚲʏॖc̨ˮఒۺዾࠓࣟ͌ྔؿ
உ߮eכcolourlivingτਕ
03. POLIFORM

The Sydney sofa boasts a chic geometric
aesthetic that marries creative design with
VJGWNVKOCVGKPEQOHQTV/CFGHTQOƃGZKDNG
moulded polyurethane, with the option of
fabric or leather upholstery and a scattering
of loose cushions, putting your feet up never
looked so enticing. Available at ViA
ԮௐడЄࣂֆؿSydneyҳೕܫఒ෮c
ɌॶԞഒሬeଐͅۂঢ়ᄦֲၙ࣫❐ႇ
c˿ፕ̠ᖚֶ͊ࠎᚼྌcʹיɐᅕܹ
சྌɥcЩઠɁɺᗙᔴeכViAτਕ

עᇒࢩ່ႇcௐʑສ๑עdГ३ཋ൴
ᄾ̨d3ݒ۹ሬˬʨԚ͂ؿʦΉ˲ॶe
̰כԞ๑עτਕ
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05. MOLTENI & C

The Paul sofa is a triumph of elegant, cosy
design, characterised by slick lines and
distinctive double-seams. It features ample
seat space and chaise longue elements all
created from one single cushion, further
adding to its beautifully lightweight look.
ਜ਼Paulҳೕͅತᇃૈዟऋᔶᐡᇃୂιc
එඏഒሬכȹӸeᄖౖϽሢ౯яͅ௰
ȹͧྌɥႇϤιcᜑҳೕҡӮႦ̝e
06. JMC

Say farewell to those bulky, unsightly
speakers with Soundboard. Crafted from
350-year-old spruce wood, this ingenious
wall-mounted speaker boasts concert-level
resonance and a contemporary aesthetic that
make this electronic device look more like an
art piece. Available at colourliving
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ܰࣂ࠰།ଯࠇᗒؿޜᐰኂ႓ʹӮe
SoundboardᏳᐰኂ˞ኟτ350αዃ̌ؿ
ඔҪ˃ႇcᐰࢽผcϤ˘உ߮ࣂ
ֆcԚᐰኂɺʹܰҶమؿཋɥშኂcϤܰ
ȹ়ͧɁؿສᖚeכcolourlivingτਕ
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07. L’OBJET

Bring a sense of whimsy to your living space
with the Lapin sculpture. Crafted from
Limoges porcelain with 24K gold details, this
fantastical ornament is destined to become a
real talking point. Available at Primo Living
ͅLimoges24KټཚୀຝୂιؿLapin፯
cᜑ۪ᜨҡᛷթʲeԯ͌̔Ѽց̦૯૯
мʵҰϽԷ۪Ɂcιࡼɻȹɣౡᒨe
כPrimo Livingτਕ
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